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Staying in dress
code
Here are a few reminders as we
move from jackets and sweaters
to warm-weather clothes:
Please write your child’s name
on any item s/he might take off
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
during the day – jackets,
sweaters, etc.
Flip flops are not in dress code
at KTA – please, no flip flops.
It’s a good idea for girls to
wear tights or shorts under
their skirts.

Families- Let’s work together over
these next 9 weeks to make sure your
child reads more than ever!
What we do

MATH: Ten Turns and Missing Numbers


This week we learned how to play Ten Turns, where
students rolled dice 10 times and added the value of
each roll to the values from the previous rolls. In this
game students practiced adding on, and not
recounting from the start.
Turn 1 we rolled 4.
Now we have 4.
Turn 1 we rolled 2.
Now we have 6.
Turn 1 we rolled 1.
Now we have 7.
Turn 1 we rolled 5.
Now we have 12.



Students also played Missing numbers. In this game,
students worked with partners and took turns
covering different numbers on the hundreds chart.
The other child would use strategies to figure out
which numbers were covered. Many children started
by finding one more: “I know one more than 82 is 83,
so 83 is the missing number”. We worked toward
using ten more and ten less to also find missing
numbers, “I know that ten more than 73 is 83, so 83 is
the missing number.”
71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80
81 82 ?
84 85 86 87 88 89 90

Tights, high socks, and other
visible items should be in KTA
school colors.
***Our lost and found is
full….please take time to check
it out when you pick up your
children this week!
How to reach us…
Mrs. Ang.............. 480-541-5512
mang@kyrene.org
http://www.kyrene.org/mang
Mrs. Sutherland…480-541-5513
Lsutherland@kyrene.org
http://www.kyrene.org/lsutherland

Dr. Knight ........... 480-541-5515
kknigh@kyrene.org
http://www.kyrene.org/kknigh
Mrs. Vester........ 480-541-5514
avester@kyrene.org
http://www.kyrene.org/avester

in first grade

Mrs. Corwin …….480-541-5514
acorwin@kyrene.org
http://www.kyrene.org/corwin

Words for the week after Spring Break
11. beside
16. file
21. fix

1.shoes

6. tiny

2. shoe
3. stairs
4. stream
5. talks

7. words
8.trust
9. extra
10. dress

12. teach
13. happen
14. begun
15. collect

17. provide
18. sight
19. stood
20. fixed

22. born
23. goes
24. go
25. hold

26. drill
27. army
28.pretty
29. stole
30.income

Phonograms
sh, oe, ai, ea, wor, x,
ch, igh, oo, ed, or, ar,
y, f, t, ee, ti, ci, si, n,
a, e, i, o, u

